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Jim and Howard. our need to and opportunity for ravioli:We GY 5/16/16 

BeSweea the dark and the daylight 
When the glloa is beginning to lower 

COMM a in time in the data meditation 
that is 	as the action hour. 

This is that time.And it certainly is not a children's hour. 

The orathinetion has been taking form in my mind slowly and the pest few days-
mere rapidly; Rocket-like Sodmy, beoinning with the readied of the traverser records 
Howard got many non.omnpletet reading of the Rocca memo en the tree beck. 

A particularly fortunate accident came to mind when I was t alking to Howard's 
yesterday mornings be had a publisher now and the title of his book. 
While waking after reading this morning I dictated whateagy be a disjointed. 

The parking area of an apartment complex ahnday morning is not the beet sur. 
with either walking or thinking. I'll dub that and give it to you. 

Driving back froa Baltimore, during a really blinding rainatorm, I dictated two 
letters to Lil. I'll be sending them. One is to CIA, the other to Schwelloer. The condi. 

and lil's need to write shortheed in &moving oar will probably deley this because 
he'll probably do a rough first. They'll erplain adbittle more. 

It will do no good to characterize what Hart and Schweiker et al have done. It 
\ktils pretty rotten for lawyers and for Senators. But they have done it, can't and won't 

undo it and we have to. At least try. 

They assume to basic assikaptiona of the Warren Report. They have made an issue 
of this. Their obligation was not to resume but to investigate. Their invoirditatian 

_Avoided what they now tor needs to be investigated. Or, what the hell were they doing? 
(I've seen no story that sake this and net a word theft have uttered that says they 
could not have. The opposite, I not have clippings a year old quoting Sabi/ether= what 
they are now seyiag, so they knew the need.) 

This makes then vulnerable. This vulnerability now =deeds to the CIA and the 
t people involved in the JPK transfers. I have gone over enough to be without 

say doubt at all. Howard has prepared a oedema an the transfers. I can add much to it. 
/Room' did & propaganda job, not an analysis. And there are other stops for which 
by to find time. You'll know then. Jim maybe sooner ewe have time to talk. 

I believe it is necessary that it Wee three. There are others whoeon be trusted, 
like Wrone, but he is too distant for the immediate needs. This is a criticluncturs, 
there has been visionp display of the grossest incompetence and ignorance, there are 
those who are not dependable (and those whose emotions lead them into error), so we must 
be as cautious as possible. 

The title,mirteumedPuilty," fits this situation admirably. If Howard's pub.. 
Usher manta to make a success of his investment and meet his obligation to Howard 
(and if Howard is willing to talk tough if be is not) he should not be unwilling to 
held a press conform°e in the Hat ionil Press Club, for example. Jim and. I could be 
part of it because of the *natant we have all been given. wise is handling the relevant 
litigation forme and I have published the work that ends the need for either conjecture 
ar seenenoldon aboht whether the assumed conclusions can be assumed. 

re not going to take the time to round out the perfects pekes& we have for an 
effort, nor an I going to suggest the effort has to succeed. In terms of a promotion 
for Fors rd' book this can't fail unloose the publisher insists in inflating his costs 
by the presence of people who are not necessary. We don't need any nudes for a press 
conference. We don't even need hia to mimeograph a press release. jie should have very 



the total of about S100 plus the maeufactnringoost of any freebees once Howard is 
near here. The Irons oasts, as I recall. $75.00. We oath iradt a release end Floyd will 
get it edwolkspvpitied and distsibuted. I'm sure without asking bine 

If he declines I'll seek other alternatives, which does not mean without Sow& 
I do went this to promote Howard's book*  *venire* do it end for any reason he can t 
be here. I think swans of getting a =massy be possible. 

If he thinks this is a scheme for promoting my own book at hisvexpense. andlehea 
it promotes his book there is nothing wrong tab it ...I'll gift hiss copy of my 
distribution agreement which will sake clear that the more copies of my boo* it sails at no profit to se the sore mato ry problem of replacing any sold. 

(7) 	Oblese Howard's publisher is palling a gauss of numbers of prints he la soared. 
Hovarddestotber *ay* the first print was MOO, the second 3.000. This hardly.  justifies 
full page in Ado:Ushers Weekly or the unkept promise of *Times ha/topme. Ais is. I 

think, intdated by the realities, of solid work in this field. like not being able to 
get Howard on Today. The intinidation is refloated by his not Waage press contesence. 
And the lank of exploitation of what I know is imetildnate promotional material, like 
Specter's refusal-to debate Seward at Prinnaton. 

This is not a suggestion ter fighting with him. Rather is it a belief that we 
should attempt to open his wses. 

Until you have *spies yom 111 not knew the potentialof the Room memo maths 
erbwilonvelkeradtsmonoe to that revenoblet.'ultra linseed dishonesty/ I'll take it 

to Jim for oopyingeihnsabw. wheelie will be incoourt. Jim won't know the potential of 
Seward's new acquisitions until he has a chance to read then. I'll take them to him. 

-ID Howard doesn't know that toward the end of the month*, are in court on 75-1148. 
which lama:isms the Oil bat* in which it is not a co.defteWant. Or that °in has oral 
/moments in early "use fan the spectre case. Theta relevanose should be feisty obvious. 
So I think that if possible we ought want to do this prior to these court appearances. 

If this is not as comprehensible as I'd like 	probably ne writing more. I've 
not returned and haven't unpacked. 

beet. 


